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Task Force Overview
• Objective: Rigorous study of opportunities and obstacles to integrate emerging 

technologies into intelligence missions, and action plan to help implement change

• Structure: Three project phases on intelligence collection, analysis, and distribution

• Methods:
 Literature review

 Technology “deep dives” 

 Research interviews with USG leaders and experts

• Audience: Stakeholders in the intel, defense,                                                                                          
tech, research, and legislative communities

• Scope
 Mission: Strategic intelligence 

 Technologies: AI/ML, cloud, data analytics 



Key Findings
• The AI era will transform the nature of the threats and the amount of data the IC is 

responsible for assessing, and strain the IC’s ability to accurately detect and assess them. 

• Adaptation to future intelligence and information environments is, thus, mission-critical.

• There is no shortage of opportunities to apply emerging technologies across intelligence 
missions today.

• The primary obstacle to U.S. intelligence innovation is not technology; it is IC culture.

• Failure to adapt will result in loss to adversaries and irrelevance to U.S. policy.

• The IC must reimagine its tradecraft and missions and reinvent its processes, 
workforce, and culture to harness innovation and technological transformation.



Top Recommendations
1. Launch an Intelligence Innovation 

Initiative (I3)

2. Create an Intelligence Innovation Board

3. Refocus National Intelligence Priorities on 
Science and Technology (S&T)

4. Establish a DNI Technology Investment 
Fund

5. Implement a Post-Covid-19 Adaptation

6. Elevate OSINT as a core “INT”

7. Reshape I.C. Human Capital

8. Leverages Allies and Partners



Applications



Collection
• Opportunities
 A new intelligence cycle – “surfacing” before “collecting”

 Adaptive, automated tasking of collection platforms through deep learning

 Digitization of agent acquisition cycle

• Challenges  
 Detection: Ubiquitous technical surveillance 

 Denial: AI-enabled CI, cybersecurity, and cryptography (quantum coming)

 Degrading: Adversarial AI, intelligent malware, and deepfake flooding 

• Recommendations
 Double the number of billets for S&T targeting and collection of emerging tech by 2023 (CIA, NSA, others)

 Launch a “hard target” strategic planning initiative against tech-enabled adversaries (DCIA and USDI lead)

 Invest in edge processing and AI-embedded sensors to pre-process and triage exponentially growing data



Analysis
• Opportunities
 Optimized traffic, augmented sensemaking, smart summarization

 Testing analysis against machine-derived insights

 Augment analyst’s ability to assess what is new, what is true, and what is next

• Challenges  
 Immediate AI value in answering the “what”; limited ability to discern the “why”

 Algorithmic limits in modeling the “art” of analysis

 Analytic aversion to new methods and alternative sources, i.e. OSINT

• Recommendations
 Adopt AI applications IC-wide to automate rote analytic process tasks and free up “strategic bandwidth” 

 Establish an AI-OSINT Red Cell at CIA to test AI mission utility against a hard intel problem, e.g disinformation 

 Elevate foreign S&T as a core analytic discipline and integrate into country analytic teams



Distribution
• Opportunities
 Customized intelligence user experience for senior policymakers

 Time, tailor, and target products to the right user at the right time

 Expand and diversify customer base outside of IC and outside USG

• Challenges  
 Customer confirmation bias 

 Gaining trust of users to instrument their engagements and feedback

 Security and policy challenges of mobile and secure delivery

• Recommendations
 Educate senior customers with ‘AI boot camp’” to build knowledge and trust in AI-enabled intelligence (FFRDC)

 Create an intelligence experience ‘skunkworks’ for briefers to experience with cutting-edge tech (ODNI)

 Invest in mobile security technology to meet intelligence customers where they are (IC-wide)



Special Section on OSINT
• IC must reconceptualize OSINT as a cornerstone and multi-dimensional asset
 Core input—and starting point—for classified intelligence

 Unclassified finished intelligence products

 Customer expansion inside and outside USG

 Foreign partner collaboration

 Public voice and products

 Test lab for algorithms and innovation

 Means for talent acquisition 

 Open Source Center (OSC) model is insufficient to harness OSINT’s potential

 Task Force recommends ODNI study on optimizing OSINT and relocating OSC

 Open unclassified OSC Forward Offices, starting with Bay Area



Enablers



Acquisition and Adoption
• Prioritize IC Innovation through I3
 Designate PDDNI as I3 lead 

 Persistent IC leadership messaging 

 Unified, strategic approach driven by ODNI

• Refresh the IC’s Acquisition Toolkit
 Adapt policies to best practices on software acquisition 

 Integrate IC and DoD acquisition strategies

 Train contracting officials on rapid authorities and software-centric approaches

• Bridge the Innovator-User Divide
 Convene mission users, technology providers, and procurement officers through the IIB

 Rapid prototyping, “beta” versions, and DevSecOps



Strategic Partnerships
• Commercial Sector
 Establish the IIB under ODNI to convene IC, tech, research, and VC leaders

 Hold annual Worldwide Technology Threat Assessment forum

 Data, algorithm, and talent sharing; and biotech public-private partnership 

• Research and Academic Communities  
 Build next generation talent pipeline to U.S. universities

 Leverage FFRDC/UARCs for intelligence-specific research, testing, and evaluation

• Foreign Allies and Partners
 Build a FVEY cloud as basis for joint innovation, algorithm training, and intelligence generation

 Implement a joint tradecraft and innovation initiative with key partners focused on penetrating hard targets

 Support AI talent exchanges focused on specific technologies or hard problems



Strategic R&D and NextGen Tech
• Strategic Focus on ‘Leap-Ahead’ Technologies
 Biotechnology

 Quantum systems

 Space

• Focus R&D on IC-Centric, Next Generation Tech
 Create ODNI Technology Investment Fund for flexible, agile investment

 Elevate ODNI S&T to serve the IC Chief Technology Officer

 Conduct annual Technology Net Assessments to steer investment strategy

• Mission Integration and Transition
 Collaboration and rotational opportunities between IARPA and mission directorates

 Expanding and incentivizing the S&T workforce, e.g. CIA Labs



Infrastructure, Architecture, Security

• Infrastructure
 Conduct comprehensive ODNI Covid-19 remote work review

 Invest in edge cloud for disconnected, degraded, or high-threat areas

 Build an interagency IC Cloud for AI interoperability and enterprise access

• Architecture
 IC Chief Data Officer develops common IC data conditioning, tagging, and labeling standards

 Explore feasibility of training IC algorithms on “multi-INT” and “cross-domain” (classified and open source) data

• Security and Assurance
 Prioritize investment in emerging security technologies, e.g. AI-enabled cyber defense, cryptography, threat intel

 Adopt best practices in AI testing, evaluation, verification, and validation (TEVV) and DevSecOps

 Establish a National AI/ML Red-Teaming Center focused on adversarial AI and digital manipulation



Ethics and Governance

• Privacy and Civil Liberties
 Implement ODNI Principles of AI Ethics for the Intelligence Community

 Launch an Open Source and Civil Liberties Initiative to find solutions for             
accessing OSINT and PAI that may include U.S. persons derived data

• Explainability and Transparency 
 Adopt common IC standards for explainability in AI-enabled workflows and 

products

 Leverage strategic partnerships with research and private sector for best practices

• Bias and Judgment
 Convene ODNI-led interagency working group to develop best practices for 

understanding, documenting, mitigating, and communicating AI bias



Workforce and Organizational Culture
• New IC Talent Acquisition and Management Strategy
 Building and retaining a premier IC workforce able to harness emerging tech

 Core pillars of attracting STEM talent and prioritizing diversity, equity, and inclusion

• Recruitment 
 Prioritize attracting “dual-talent” with STEM and traditional regional skills

 Increase virtual internship/externship opportunities and non-TS/SCI positions

• Skills, Training, and Tradecraft
 Digital literacy training modules required for new operators and analysts with follow-on specialized training

 Establish IC “Teams of the Future” initiative to integrate technologists into operational and analytic units

 Create or expand S&T-focused case officer and analyst cadres with clear promotion tracks

• Retention
 Implement “STEM pay” and increase overseas and domestic assignments S&T talent



Cross-Cutting Themes



Cross-Cutting Themes
• Leadership
 To drive and incentivize change

• Culture
 Evolve from compliance-centric to mission-centric 

• Risk
 Incorporate risk of inaction into decisionmaking

• Agility and Adaptation
 Creativity, commitment, speed, and urgency are vital

• Policymaker Support
 Need for priorities and requirements to steer investments and mission applications

• Oversight and Transparency
 Partnership with Congress sine qua non to IC technological transformation
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